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Principal’s Message
Dear Students, Parents, Staff and Community
E hoa ma, ina te ora o te tangata
My friends, this is the essence of life
It is with great sadness that I have to report to our school community the
defeat of the staff in the last Year 13 challenge (otherwise known as the
Golden Gumboot). However, unlike previous year’s waiata defeat, this
year’s judgement of the Year 13s as winners, was a fair call. Their haka
was awe inspiring.
Why does this make headline news? Well, our students sneakily
employed a vast range of advanced leadership skills to create a haka
performance of epic magnitude, one that involved and engaged every
student in the school. This was successfully carried out without the
knowledge or guidance of school staff. Staff were left speechless with the
commitment to practice, a unity of purpose, engagement of all students,
and the organisation and coordination of this school-wide performance.
All this, carried out in secret.
This event is one of those moments that stands out as a highlight in a
teacher’s career. Well done students, you deserved victory!
Jason Reid - Principal

Community Potluck Tea Evening

Lost Property
Pair of girl’s brown school shoes

One black and white Allstar sneaker

Green drink bottle x 3

White school top

Black Kathmandu jacket with red trim

Black Saucony sports shoes

Two pots returned from Yr 9 Camp

Black swimming goggles

Red white and black bike helmet and a black and

Two rugby balls

pink helmet
Necklace with silver pendant

House Singing
Congratulations to everyone for their contributions to the House Singing competition this week.
The house results were:
1st - Macaulay
2nd - Dobson
3rd - Tasman
4th - Godley
The school haka was another obvious winner on the day, with amazing participation, an increased
knowledge of it and new student kaea leading the way.
Lisa Forrester

Hillary Challenge
On the 5th of May, eight Mackenzie College pupils travelled to Christchurch before flying to Wellington early the
next morning. We were met by our amazing team managers, Simon Taylor and Richard Herlund, who drove us
to Tongariro National Park. Tongariro National Park and the Hillary Outdoors Centre was to be our new home
for the next five days. We were one of 12 teams competing in the 2018 Torpedo7 Hillary Challenge final.
Day 1:
Days 1 and 2 saw us take on 12 team problem solving challenges involving communication, water activities, biking, running, caving, brain teasers and mud, all
within a 60 minute time limit!
Challenge 1 - 10 minutes of learning Morse code, sign language and phonetic
language before running around a marked course answering questions through
a radio in these languages. Marcia got through the full sign language for bonus
points, but forgot ‘g’, which if anyone is wondering is one fist on top of another never to be forgotten again.
Challenge 2 - 60 minutes to create a raft out of tubes and ropes and complete a short
rafting course as many times as we could in the time left (our raft was the only circular one, which really amused the instructors!)
Challenge 3 - We had to complete a course around 3 buoys using four different possible craft. This involved strategy and ability, as we found out. We could maximise
out points by kayaking backwards and swimming - the highlight was watching Harriette attempt to boogie board the course.
Challenge 4 - We started off in Turangi with four bikes. We were given 60 minutes to
split into pairs and do a timed race of a 7.5km track, with 2 minute intervals between each pair.
Challenge 5 - For our next challenge we had to put together a raft using two kayaks, bamboo sticks and tyre
tubes. The boys rafted from bank to bank picking up barrels with fuel cookers and bottles for the other half of
this challenge, which was collecting steam from the water we heated. After struggling with burners, we managed to produce a mere 18mls of steam water. Surprisingly, we were in the middle of
the 12 teams for the amount we collected, proving it was a tough challenge.
Challenge 6 - We were given three rogaine maps, so we split into three teams and
biked around Turangi collecting as many points as possible before filling in the answers by matching them with trivia questions.

Day 2:
Challenge 7 - We began Day 2 at the HOEC’s pool. Picture this: a huge barrel with
holes drilled into it, a kayak specific pool, two buckets, 100 golf balls, a pair of tongs,
three kayaks, tyre tubes, a zip line, two harnesses and eight Mackenzie kids in their
helmets and wetsuits. This challenge had a lot of rules, but in short, the aim was to fill
the barrel to the top with pool water, use the tongs to pick out a golf ball and carefully cross the three handcrafted ‘bridges’ made of kayaks tied together, a zip line and
finally tyre tubes tied together. After successfully crossing the bridges, you have to
place the golf ball in the bucket on the opposite side of the pool and continue this process for 60 minutes.

Challenge 8 - We had to build the highest tower we could out of wooden blocks we collected from the top of a giant’s ladder (a high rope activity), one by one. The catch was
that when we built the tower, it was on a small podium in the middle of a ‘no go zone’.
This meant one team member had to hover whilst the others held the cord and instructed them where to place the blocks. This was one of our most fun challenges.
Challenge 9 - Challenge 9 was a tyrolean traverse. This involved splitting into two
groups of four and sending one group up some steps to a rock face with four ‘gold bars’ and
later some building materials. The other group’s job was to lower us to the right spot to drop
these items on to a small tarpaulin (also known as the building zone). Any blocks or building
materials that didn’t make it on to this tarp were lost forever, and we weren’t able to use
them. .. Just like the tube that bounced away...Then we got back in our team of eight to tie up
some ropes and a board to lift the gold bars back up to the top of the rock face using the tyrolean. We even finished with enough spare time to give the instructor a turn on the tyrolean
(as he hadn’t been given the chance to do it before).
Challenge 10 - The funniest moments from this challenge happened in our pairs. Marcia and
Gregor forgot they had to be silent during the challenge, which proved more difficult than
anticipated as communication is the key during a three legged race. There was another mishap when Amber and Mieka were whispering through a garden hose to Cody and Liam for
about 5 minutes, before finding out they had already left 2 minutes before to pass on some of
the information to the next pair.
Challenge 11 - Challenge 11 really tested our compass skills and out brain power. We discovered about halfway through that some of this was a bit lacking (who knows, maybe it was the altitude?). Our challenge was to pass a Frisbee between us and navigate ourselves from activity to activity, based on compass bearings. We raced through the first couple of activities, managing to keep hold of the Frisbee, but we were stumped
when we got to the brain teaser on activity 3. After spending a very long 30 minutes trying to figure it out , because we weren’t allowed to pass, time was up and we headed back to the cars for our final challenge.
Challenge 12 - Our last challenge was amazing. We put on our head torches and walked down to
the Okupata Caves where all eight of us had to join together, single file, along a rope. We were
given a vague map showing different locations of phrases that we had to find and remember inside the caves. We then had to repeat these to the instructor when we made it out. The caves
were very low and water flowed through them, so not great for claustrophobic people. Especially
not good when you’re surrounded by gassy boys! On the bright side - literally - there were glow
worms . They were cool.
Day 3:
An early start yet again; we were up and at it before the sun was out at
Tongariro. After breakfast, we had a briefing before heading to the typical
finish point of the Tongariro Alpine crossing ( Ketetahi Car Park). Darren
gave the teams their rogaine maps at 9am sharp and we all spent different
amounts of time planning and strategizing our route for the day. After that
we headed 3km up the track (at different speeds of course) , to meet our
instructors and then go about our expeditions. We saw some amazing
country on this day. Standing on top of the volcanoes really put it into perspective: we are eight lucky Mackenzie kids!
Dinner was made from TVP, which was tasty and satisfying, but didn’t stop us from longingly looking over to Francis with his Back Country meal. At bedtime the eight of us crammed into one four person tent and attempted to
rest up for the big day ahead of us.

Hillary Challenge continued
Day 4:
Waking up at 6.30am after a terrible sleep, we packed up our tents, cooked
porridge, packed our bags and headed out for another day of tramping in the
National Park. Seeing the Chateau (the finish line), was the highlight of our
day. After many smoko breaks and one final push up the Ridge Track, we
made it to the finish line, with muffins, PowerAde and two happy managers
waiting for us.

Day 5:
Our last day presented what could be the biggest challenge of the
week. A 50km multisport race consisting of a 6km raft, an 8km run,
a 30km mountain bike and a 6km run. The first challenge of the day
was to put together a raft using two sit on top kayaks and a Canadian canoe. We then had an 8.30am mass start and the race was on.

For our last night, Hillary Outdoors put on a delicious formal dinner, which all teams attended in their school uniforms. The dinner was followed by a prize giving, where we found out the results of our efforts. Our team was
announced in 12th place with two other South Island teams, Cashmere High and Rangiora New Life in 11th and
10th places. Our chalet buddies, Whangarei were placed 2nd which we were very happy about as we were hoping
they would do well.
Saturday morning brought us a 3am wake up so that we could get to the airport in Wellington on time for our
flight home after a tiring but fun week!
A huge thank you is to be said to Richard Herlund and Simon Taylor for giving up their time (and money) to support and manage us on our incredible trip. We couldn’t have done it without them!
The 2018 Hillary Challenge Team

Online Safety for Parents
Online safety for parents is more important than ever. As young people begin to spend more time
online, it’s important that parents start to teach them how to stay safe. So, how do you get started?
Over the next few newsletters, we will be providing information from Netsafe NZ. Below are the first
three from ten tips to help parents.
1.

Set Expectations

Talk to your child about the type of behaviours you’d like them to adopt. For example, how long they
should spend online, what apps and social media sites you’d like them to use and what is appropriate
content to view. This will be different depending on the age of your child, and what you feel comfortable with. Technological options like parental controls can help, but it needs to be teamed with online
safety education.
2.

Understand what they do online

Talk to your kids about what they are using the internet for. What’s involved? Who’s in their network?
What information do they share? Are they using the internet to learn? To communicate and create
friendship with others? To create music or videos? Really listen to what they have to say - what might
seem like ‘just a game’ to you, could in fact be a way for them to connect with people who have similar
interests.
Showing an interest in the things they do helps to build your understanding of what their online world
looks like and creates an environment that makes it easier to have more difficult conversations about
the future.
3.

If you don’t understand it, try it

You need to understand the technology to better understand the challenges that young people face
online. Explore the websites and apps your child uses to improve your knowledge, and take the time to
read terms and conditions. You could even ask them to show you how it works, as a way to start the
conversation around online safety.

Student Planners
The manufacturer of your children’s planners produces some items for parents to consider as they help their child make
good use of their planner. Here is an item that relates to what’s in the planners over the coming fortnight:
Parent Wellbeing: Gilbert Chesterton once said, “there are no uninteresting things, only uninterested people.”
Describe three things you are uninterested in, but really need to be interested in to achieve what you have set out to do or
would like to do.
Over one in four students, currently experience significant mental health issues during adolescence. This is a totally unacceptable situation and needs to be a major priority to be addressed immediately. Being connected to everyone else 24/7
leaves students with little time to connect with themselves; they don’t do solitude well:


it’s ok to be serious about what they set out to do, but too many students are becoming too serious about themselves



encourage them to use their strengths to focus on things which make them happy



a sure-fire tonic is to create opportunities to look on the bright and light side of life, have fun and laugh



humour is a wonderful character strength which boosts positive emotions and nurtures feelings of optimism and hope
for the future.

Everyone has mirror neurons which imitate the expressions and emotions of those around us. By being on the lookout for the
funny things in life, you can use mirror neurons to benefit you and others


releases feed good brain chemicals into the bloodstream



increases blood flow around the body, strengthens the immune system and reduces stress and anxiety.

Humour enables the brain and body to exercise together, just be careful to not overuse it in class.
“A day without laughter is a day wasted.” Saying

NZQA
NZQA has once again set its NCEA fee at $76.70. This now appears on your school account if you are
entered for NCEA. It would be appreciated if this fee could be paid over the two to three months to
ensure we can process the payment to NZQA on time. If students wish to enter Scholarship, then the
fee is an additional $30 per subject.
You are eligible for a discount on your NZQA fees if you meet at least one of the following criteria:


You are currently receiving a Work and Income or Study Link benefit, or have a current Community Services card (benefit-based applications).



You are not currently receiving a benefit, or do not have a current Community Services card, but
do have a joint family income that would entitle you to receive a Community Service card
(income-based application).



You have two or more children who are candidates, irrespective of family income, and the total
fees you would have to pay would otherwise be more than $200 multiple candidate maximum
(multiple candidate applications).

If you think you qualify, you can collect an application form for financial assistance from the school
office, or see Miss Fox. Paperwork will need to be completed and returned to school by the 17th August.
NZQA fees must be paid in full by 31st August 2018.
Susan Fox

Mackenzie College Rugby
On Tuesday 5th June, Mackenzie College will face Timaru Boys’ High School U14 ‘A’ interschool team.
The college wants to tap into the success our boys are having at club level for Mackenzie, and want to
provide them with the opportunity to play interschool rugby in 2018.
Timaru Boys’ has the luxury of selecting a top team from five U14.5 teams that play in the local competition. Our team consists of players from under 13’s, under 14.5’s and under 15s. The boys have been
training well at lunchtime and are excited about the step up that this challenge offers.
Kick off is 12 noon at School Park in Timaru. We would love you to support this team as they embark
on this great opportunity.
Sam Nelson

Netsafe Cyber Safety Seminar
Free Community Workshop - Monday 2nd July 7- 9.00pm, Room 1, Education Centre,
Timaru Hospital.
Facilitated by Netsafe, this free presentation will discuss ways to support and enable our
children and young people to navigate online opportunities, challenges and complexities.

The presentation will cover:


Awareness of the needs / activities of younger children, preteens, and teens online



What research is telling us about how young people experience digital technologies
and online spaces



How parents / whanau can support their children and help them develop skills,
knowledge and values to manage risks, challenges and opportunities, online



The Harmful Digital Communities Act (2015): what parents and young people need
to know



Helpful support options for young people and families in cases of online challenge,
risk or harm.

Facilitator: Anjie Webster.
Anjie is an Educator Advisor at Netsafe and has worked in schools for over 25 years. She
has taught across all education sectors from ECE to Secondary, and held a variety of leadership roles. She recently completed her M Ed. with a focus on children, young people
and privacy, and what's needed to navigate and manage challenges and opportunities in
online spaces.
To register: email your contact details and name of the workshop to:
ally.pieromaldi@cdhb.health.nz or phone Ally on 03 687 2606.
RSVP by Friday 22nd June.

Cross Country Results
House Results Overall:
1st Godley
2nd Macaulay
3rd Dobson
4th Tasman
Individual Results
Year 7&8
1st Tom Slade, 2nd Cale Tompkins, 3rd Ciaran Guiney
1st Maya Edmondson, 2nd Kaia McKenzie, 3rd Lily
Scully
Year 9&10
1st Declan Gardner, 2nd Zayne McLay, 3rd George Kerr
1st Katrina Guiney, 2nd Cassie Anderson, 3rd Abbigail Murdoch
Year 11, 12&13
1st Liam Mackay, 2nd Ted Herlund, 3rd William Mould
1st Marcia Adams, 2nd Mieka Taylor, 3rd Kira Hendry
A big thank you to the McCabe and Johnson families for the use of their farm and the A&P Showgrounds.

Putting it back
The annual Mackenzie College Community Service Day was held on Thursday 17th May.
45 Year 12 and 13 students spread themselves across Mackenzie organisations. Students
helped at schools, Albury, Fairlie, St Josephs and Lake Tekapo and Mackenzie Kindergarten. They assisted beautifying organisations over Burkes Pass, Lake Alexandrina Trust and
Tekapo Regional Park. Students also helped at Raincliff Youth Camp and the Fairlie Lions
with their firewood drive. They gardened, painted and worked with children, and were
responsible for the lovely purple balloons in Main Street, advertising Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory.
The students and teachers involved really enjoyed the day and value putting something
back into the community.

Left to right: Brooklyn, Ginny, Caitlin, Jourdan and Kira.

Effort Grade Awards Term 2 Weeks 3-4
Dobson A

Cassie Anderson

Katie-Marie Clarke

Luca Heslip

Hamish Johnson

Olly Holtham

Amber Macquarie

Casandra Pasaol

Alex Payne

Gracie Hellmrich

Maggie Holtham

Jodi Johnson

Brisea Lagos

Lenny Nicolson

Rejoice Overcomer

Frances Pasaol

Tim Preston-Marshall

Simon Pasaol

Mieka Taylor

Riley Young

Josh Boon

Damian Clements

Katrina Guiney

Ceara Harris

Henry Irving

Abbigail Murdoch

Sophie Anderson

Marrek Hignett

Haruki Kawasaki

Liam Mackay

Gregor Staley

Ciaran Guiney

Amy Hay

Talen Hignett

Chloe Anderson

Lucy Barnes

Emma Sheehan

Hannah Bates

Millie Howat

Grace McHaffie

Isabelle Miles

Gemma Anderson

Nick Brien

Kira Hendry

Elizabeth Tennent

Joe Brien

Maya Edmondson

Declan Gardner

Chisa Kawasaki

Nick Miles

Bella Parke

Caitlin Watson

Nick Anderson

Kengo Edmondson

Ted Herlund

Alex Reid

Poppy Geary

Jamela Gorospe

Mac Holmwood

George Kerr

Kaia McKenzie

Amber Gallagher

Bea Gorospe

Caitlin Holmes

Mackenzie-May Woodrow

Ginny Kerr

Luca Midgley

Eliza Pudney
Dobson B

Godley A

Godley B

Macaulay A

Macaulay B

Tasman A

Meg Murdoch

Sam Roy
Tasman B

Julia Gibson
Brooklyn Scott

Congratulations to the following students who won vouchers: Dobson: Riley Young Godley: Ceara Harris, Macaulay: Kengo Edmondson, Tasman: Sam Roy.

University of Canterbury Information Evening
An information evening for secondary school students who are interested in studying at the University of
Otago, and their parents will be held on:
Wednesday 27th June
7 - 8.30pm
at the ASB Pavilion, Timaru
The information evening will be of benefit for Year 12 and 13 students. The topics covered will include entrance, degree structure, course options, course planning, scholarships, student support services, accommodation and the transition from school to university.

Parent Digital Technology Evening
Through the BYOD meetings last year and the Cottage meetings this year, parents have expressed a lot of interest in an evening that covers:


The basic knowledge of the programmes that students are using at school,



Current cybersafety issues,



What students are learning at school about digital technology.

The first of these evenings is to be held in the Soft tech rooms on:
Wednesday 20th June from 7.30 to 9.00pm.
Although this evening is targeted at students with devices, all members of the community
are welcome to attend.
Jason Reid

Relief Teacher Aide Vacancy
A vacancy has arisen for a relief teacher aide. This position is a casual, on-call position
with an immediate start.
Please phone 6858603 with any enquiries or email office@mackcollege.school.nz
Please apply either by email to the above address or to:
Relief Teacher Aide Vacancy
Mackenzie College
Kirke Street
Fairlie 7925

Cottage Meetings
A document summarising the main points discussed by parents and members of the
school community over the four community consultation evenings can be found on the
following link:
www.goo.gl/t9rHHs
These points will be used to inform the college on what school processes could be modified, and which activities we need to more or less of.
Contact the office if you have any questions about the discussion items.

Important date and time to note:

Wednesday 6th June - School finishes at 12.00pm for a paid Union meeting
Please note : Supervision is available at school for students. Please advise the office if this
is required.

